
Display | POS Multi VBM

The POS Multi is perfect for point of sale applications, including touch screens 
thanks to the ability to lock the display in the desired position.  This mount integrates 
cutting-edge security features into a contemporary and sleek design.  Concealed 
mounting hardware and internal cable management dramatically enhance theft 
resistance and provide a safe and secure installation.  The mount also comes with a 
rotation locking mechanism, enabling the degree of rotation to be fixed before 
installation. This prevents the screen being rotated for full public view, giving you 
and your customers extra piece of mind that their confidential information is 
protected.  20 degree display adjustment in any direction allows you to set the 
screen to maximize display impact, alongside our quick release mechanism to 
enable fast and easy screen attachment or replacement. Supports displays weighing 
up to 44lbs (20kg)

Product key features:
 Pole diameter: 50.8mm (2”)
 Ball joint mechanism allows 20 degrees of display adjustment in any direction from the vertical plane
 Quick release mechanism for fast display attachment/removal
 Optional pole rotation settings: 0°, 90°, 180°, 270° or 355°
 Portrait to landscape rotation
 Superb security features
 Internal cable management
 Comes with all mounting hardware

Mounting hole pattern: 
75mm x 75mm;
100mm x 100mm

SD-POS-VBM Maximum weight carrying capacity:
20kg (44lbs)
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Fits most displays from 12" to 24"

Ball joint mechanism 
allows display adjustment 
of 20° in any direction

Portrait to 
landscape rotation

Quick release mechanism for easy 
display attachment/removal with 

a security feature

Can be easily converted into a 
dual display configuration 

(SD-POS-VBM-B2B accessory 
sold separately)

Can be configured to rotate at 
90°, 180°, 270°, 355° or 

locked to 0° rotation

Concealed 
hardware

Easily accomodated 
cable locking device

Advanced internal 
cable management



Product information, single unit

Package information, master pack

Package information, single unit

Technical drawings

Load capacity Material Color

20kg (44lbs) Aluminum/Steel

Size Ship weight UPC code Contents

All hardware required for
installation supplied88149300519842cm x 20cm x 12cm

(16.5" x 7.75" x 4.75") 1.9kg (4.2lbs)

Size Ship weight UPC Units per master pack

10881493005204100cm x 44cm x 26cm
(40" x 18" x 10.75") 20kg (45.2lbs)
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